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The leading edge in livestock feed

SELF LIMITING PADDOCK PRODUCTION FEEDS
For structural soundness and fertility
Top Country offers a range of protein meal-based production feeds with low to moderate grain inclusions that are designed 
to be fed with pasture or hay.

ص  Affordable and cost effective   

ص  Self-regulating with targeted 0.5% to 1% bodyweight intake  

ص  Safe and balanced, providing a full complement of minerals  

ص  Perfect for early preparation  

ص  Ideal for weaning and yearling growth  

ص  Use to extend grazing life of oats and forage crops 

ص  Improves utilization of pastures and maximises dry matter intake 

PRODUCT SUITABILITY PROTEIN (CP)
(%)

ENERGY (ME) 
(MJ/KG)

FAT 
(%)

UREA 
(%)

Top Background
Green Feed, 
Extending Dry 
Feed

23 12 5 <1

Top Grower Hayed off Feed 27 10.8 4.6 1

Top Production Bulk Dry Feed 42 10.2 4.7 2.5

BULL PREPARATION



BULL PREPARATION

COMPLETE GRAIN RATIONS
For high growth rates and finish
Top Country has complete grain mashes that combine rolled grains, effective 
fibre, protein meals, buffers and minerals. These rations are designed for 
preparing and finishing bulls prior to joining, sale and or show.

ص  Designed with structural integrity and animal health in mind

ص  Achieve high weight gains

ص  For finishing shine and a sleek coat

ص  Complete and balanced feeds

ص  Highly palatable

ص  Ideal for use in self feeders

Bulk delivery direct into your Bulk delivery direct into your 
bins or silo available on our bins or silo available on our 

entire product range.entire product range.

BULL PREPARATION
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PRODUCT SUITABILITY PROTEIN 
(CP) (%)

ENERGY (ME)
(MJ/KG) FAT (%) FIBRE (%)

Top Bull
A complete diet for bulls to enable them 
to reach their full genetic potential and 
maximise condition.

13 11 3.2 21

Top Stud Bull
Contains Full Fat Soy Meal increasing 
palatability and the shine on the coat. To be 
fed 4-6 weeks prior to sale.

14 11.8 4.4 21.5

Showcase 
Genetic Potential


